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Level 1 Business Presentation - 06968 

Overview 
Many candidates produced work to a good standard with the majority completing the 
examination. 
Most of the candidates completed all the documents to a reasonable standard of accuracy but 
poor proofreading led to many uncorrected typographical errors.  All documents were 
wellpresented.  The changes from double line spacing to single line spacing and the items for 
emphasis were generally well done.  

 
General Comments 
 
On Business Presentations Level 1, Document 1 candidates used the wrong slide for Slide 1, ie 
using a title slide instead of a bulleted slide. On the master slide the date, centre number and 
slide number were sometimes omitted.  Occasionally the date was in the American format. 
 
On Document 2 the bullets were not demoted as instructed and sometimes the bullet symbol 
was deleted.  There was inconsistent spacing on the outline view printout. 
 
On Document 3 some candidates failed to insert the Clip Art image and also produced the wrong 
printout usually printing one slide per page. 
 
On Document 4 the headings on the Speaker’s Notes were not emphasised in bold as instructed 
and some candidates failed to follow the capitalisation. 

 
Comments on Individual Units 
 
Autumn 2015 
 
Document 1: This document was well done although a few candidates used the wrong slide for 
Slide 1, ie a title slide instead of a bulleted slide.  On the master slide “Today’s Date” and the 
Slide Number were sometimes omitted.  (Marking Criteria 2.3)  The date was sometimes 
rendered in the American format.  (MC 2.1)  
 
Document 2: Occasionally the bullet was not demoted and sometimes the bullet symbol was 
deleted.  (MC 2.3, 1.2)  There was inconsistent spacing on the outline view.  (MC 4I)  The date 
was sometimes rendered in the American format.  (MC 2.1) 
 
Document 3: This document was very well done.  Some candidates failed to insert the Clip Art 
image.  (MC 2.3) 
 
Document 4:  Incorrectly keying-in text caused most errors in this document.  (MC 1.1, 1.2)  
Some candidates did not emphasise the headings in bold as instructed.  (MC 4D)  The 
capitalisation of the headings on the Speaker’s Notes was not consistently followed by some 
candidates.  (MC 4J) 
 
Spring 2016 
 
Document 1: This document was well done although a few candidates used the wrong slide for 
Slide 1 ie a title slide instead of a bulleted slide.  On the master slide “Today’s Date” the Centre 
Number and the Slide Number were sometimes omitted.  (Marking Criteria 2.3)  The date was 
sometimes rendered in the American format.  (MC 2.1)   Some candidates failed to follow the 
capitalisation for the headings and within the slide.  (MC 4J)   
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Document 2: Occasionally the bullets were not demoted as instructed and sometimes the bullet 
symbol was deleted.  (MC 2.3, 1.2)  There was inconsistent spacing on the outline view.  (MC 4I)  
The date was sometimes rendered in the American format.  (MC 2.1) 
 
Document 3: This document was very well done.  Some candidates failed to insert the Clip Art 
image.  (MC 2.3)  Some candidates produced the wrong printout usually printing one slide per 
page. (2.2) 
 
Document 4:  Incorrectly keying-in text caused most errors in this document.  (MC 1.1, 1.2)  A 
small minority of candidates did not emphasise the headings in bold as instructed.  (MC 4D)  
The capitalisation of the headings on the Speaker’s Notes was not consistently followed by 
some candidates.  (MC 4J)   
 
Summer 2016 
 
Document 1: This document was well done although a few candidates used the wrong slide for 
Slide 1 ie a title slide instead of a bulleted slide.  On the master slide “Today’s Date”, the Centre 
Number and the Slide Number were sometimes omitted.  (Marking Criteria 2.3)  The date was 
sometimes rendered in the American format.  (MC 2.1)   Some candidates failed to follow the 
capitalisation for the headings and within the slide.  (MC 4J)  Some candidates mixed the 
spelling of Adviser/Advisor – either was acceptable but must be consistent on the slide and 
throughout the presentation.  (MC 4K) 
 
Document 2: Occasionally the bullets were not demoted as instructed and sometimes the bullet 
symbol was deleted.  (MC 2.3, 1.2)  There was inconsistent spacing on the outline view.  (MC 4I)  
Stephen was sometimes rendered as Stephan. (MC 1.2) 
 
Document 3: This document was very well done.  Some candidates failed to insert the Clip Art 
image.  (MC 2.3)  Sometimes candidates keyed-in Client Care Team as client care team (MC 
1.7)  Some candidates produced the wrong printout usually printing one slide per page. (2.2) 
 
Document 4:  Incorrectly keying-in text caused most errors in this document.  (MC 1.1, 1.2)  On 
Slide 4 some candidates keyed-in Client Care Team as client care team”.  (MC 1.7)  A small 
minority of candidates did not emphasise the headings in bold as instructed.  (MC 4D)   
 

Sector Update 
 
This qualification is being withdrawn after the Autumn 2017 series.  No replacement qualification 
is being made available. 
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